The quantum mechanical model of carrier transport in SCH-quantum_ Fig. - 
riers, insiead oi th. classical hydrodynamic modell) and the phenomenological rate equations2), has become more important.
The main purpose of this paper is to show that an exact gain m-odel considering carrier transport in the quantum well is indispensable for the_ precise design of the QW laser. In the conventional theory, to estimate the optical gain of the QW lasers, electrons and holes are assumed to be equally injected to the quantum well layer as well as the bulk double heteiojunction(DH)-lasers. However Fig. - 
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Next, by using the carrier densities injected to the quantum well shown in Fig. 2 , the laser gain spectra are studied. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the gain spectra calculated for (a).\n -1.3pm and (b).\n - 1.15pm SCll-structures. The well-known fact that the gain of TE mode is larger than that of TM mode is confirmed even in this quantum transport analysis. Here, it should be noted that the shape of the gain spectra is slightly narrower for .\n : 1.3pm, which is in agreement with the experimental results reported in the multi-quantum well(MQW) laserso). The maximum gains for TE mode are plotted in Fig. 4 In this paper, we discussed only the static quantum transport of ca,rriers below the laser threshold. To discuss the dynamic characteristics of quantum well lasers, we will have to introduce the terms describing the interactions between electrons and photons into the Liouville equations of the Wigner functions.
